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Contrasting seasonal changes in temperature, precipitation and
snow cover simulated over the European Alps during the twentieth
century
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The evolution of temperature, precipitation and snow cover in the European Alps have been

simulated with the regional climate model MAR applied with a 7 kilometre horizontal resolution

and driven by the ERA-20C (1902-2010) and the ERA5 reanalyses (1981-2018). A comparison with

observational datasets, including French and Swiss local meteorological stations, in-situ glacier

mass balance measurements and reanalysis product demonstrates high model skill for snow

cover duration and snow water equivalent (SWE) as well as for the climatology and the inter-

annual variability of both temperature and precipitation. The relatively high resolution allows to

estimate the meteorological variables up to 3000m.a.s.l. The vertical gradient of precipitation

simulated by MAR over the European Alps reaches 33% km-1 (1.21 mmd-1.km-1) in summer and

38%km-1 (1.15mmd mmd-1.km-1) in winter, on average over 1971–2008 and shows a large spatial

variability. This study evidences seasonal and altitudinal contrasts of climate trends over the Alps.

A significant (pvalue< 0.05) increase in mean winter precipitation is simulated in the northwestern

Alps over 1903–2010, with changes typically reaching 20% to 40% per century, a signal strongly

modulated by multi-decadal variability during the second part of the century. A general drying is

found in summer over the same period, exceeding 20% to 30% per century in the western plains

and 40% to 50% per century in the southern plains surrounding the Alps but remaining smaller

(<10%) and not significant above 1500ma.s.l. Over 1903–2010, the maximum of daily precipitation

(Rx1day) shows a general and significant increase at the annual timescale and also during the four

seasons, reaching local values between 20% and 40% per century over large parts of the Alps and

the Apennines. Trends of Rx1day are significant (pvalue<0.05) only when considering long time

series, typically 50 to 80 years depending on the area considered. Some of these trends are

nonetheless significant when computed over 1970–2010, suggesting a recent acceleration of the

increase in extreme precipitation. Rx1day increase occurs where the annual correlation between

temperature and intense precipitation is high. The highest warming rates in MAR are found at low

elevations (< 1000 m a.s.l) in winter, whereas they are found at high elevations (> 2000 m a.s.l) in

summer. In spring, warming trends show a maximum at intermediate elevations (1500 m to 1800



m). Our results suggest that higher warming at these elevations is mostly linked with the snow-

albedo feedback in spring and summer.
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